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Introduction/Problem:

The people on the playground do not use the trash cans properly.
Recently the headmaster tried to solve this by putting lots of bins
all over the school, but this was useless because the playground
and some classrooms are still full of trash.

Objective:

Due to the fact that the playground is full of trash, our objective is
to eliminate all the waste of our food by making craftworks with
some of the trash and throwing the non-reusable things to the bin.



Solution:

Our solution is to make craftwork out of trash as you can see here.
People being moved out of the classroom by disciplinary measure
could go to the playground and collect rubbish instead of going
to the hall. Later that rubbish will be used to make craftwork.

Craft Workshop:

We can create a craft workshop and use the garbage (the ones we
can use). We can recycle and create new things. First, of course, we
have to clean what we are going to use, and after that we can
invent whatever we want.

This idea will be developed in the main event room: the “Aula
Futuro”. It will be on Thursdays, as we have another activity on
Tuesdays.



Action plan:

● Who?  The students who will get a punishment during class.
● What? Clean the playground.
● Why?  Because we need to clean the school and recycle the

trash.
● Where? In our school
● How? Doing a craft workshop using the rubbish that is in the

playground

We hoped you liked our idea, and we think it would be amazing if
we could put it into practice.

(The images have been taken from 5 minutes craft, google and
from the school).


